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As discussed the other day I have located the ACON gay hate murders list (see attached) that they 
provided to us on the 18 July 2016. I would presume that this is the list that they are operating from for 
their 'review'. 

I have cross checked that list with ours. It is identical to ours in every way (even the order of names of 
the list). They are missing one murder (which was the double murder of MOKDAD & CREIGHTON). This 

has been categorised as No Evidence of a Bias Crime by Parrabell anyway as the motive for the 
murder was to do with a large scale fraud in which Mokdad had been charged and he was threatening 
the accused and his family, The accused eventually shot both of them in retribution to these threats. 

ACON do have a couple of others (4) on the list under the label "Probable additional Cases" which you 
will see on the last page of their document. We did not explore these as they were not on our original 
'88' list and a decision was made not to expand the list as we would then end up with an endless list of 
names constantly being added. 

Additionally you will see another one on ACON list (Gerard FLEMING) dated 2007 - again we did not 
explore this case as the date puts it well outside our review period. 

I am still interested in their response and I am hopeful I can assist them in providing clarity or addressing 
the 'gaps' in the ACON review. For instance there is a number of names on the list that have been spelt 
incorrectly (ie, RUDNEY/ROONEY) plus others. To me its the important details of spelling victims names 
correctly that show the community that we care about the victims and making sure records are corrected 
to reflect accurate facts. 

Let me know if/when you here from ACON 

(See attachedjile: ACON Gay Hate Murders List as at 18 July 2016.docx) 

Craig Middleton I Detective Chief Inspector 
Actin Commander Surr Hills Local Area Command 


